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Abstract The extreme complexity of grid system makes it extremely
difficult to achieve high service reliability, and this situation is aggravated by
the fact that many grid services need to perform time-consuming tasks that
may require several days or even months of computation. To improve grid
service reliability, this paper studies a fault recovery technique in grid sys-
tems and conducts in-depth research on grid reliability modeling and analysis
with fault recovery. Grid failures considered in this paper are classified into
two categories: unrecoverable failures and recoverable failures. Software reli-
ability is taken into account as well. To make fault recovery more practical,
certain constraints on fault recovery are introduced and grid service reliability
models under these practical constraints are developed. Numerical examples
are presented, and based on the results obtained, the impact of fault recovery
as well as that of practical constraints on grid service reliability is discussed.

Keywords: Grid, Service Reliability, Recoverability, Fault Tolerance, Fault
Recovery.

§1 Introduction
Grid computing has emerged as the next-generation parallel and dis-

tributed computing methodology. Its goal is to provide a service-oriented in-
frastructure that leverages standardized protocols and services to enable perva-
sive access to and coordinated sharing of geographically distributed hardware,
software and information resources for solving various kinds of large-scale paral-
lel applications in the wide area network.9,10,12) However, it is a big challenge to
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make service execution in grid systems in a reliable manner. Research has shown
that the grid system, composed of thousands of heterogeneous resources located
at disjoined domains, is very prone to failures due to its extreme complexity.2,3)

Moreover, the likelihood of failure occurrence is often increased by the fact that
many grid services requested by grid users will perform time-consuming tasks
that may require several days or even months of computation.26) Therefore, it is
very crucial to assure the quality and reliability of grid service so as to guarantee
the correct outcomes of requested services to grid users.

As one of the important measures of quality of service (QoS), grid ser-
vice reliability is considered to be one of the most critical and important issues
in grid systems.7) With any application requirement, a corresponding service
combined with the desired operations is created.11) Under the control of the re-
source management system (RMS), the service is supposed to execute certain
task in the form of software programs. Grid service reliability is defined as the
probability that all programs involved in the considered service are executed
successfully.7) Recently, grid service reliability has attracted substantial research
and attention. Dai et al. presented a virtual approach to modeling grid services
and obtained grid service reliability using the graph theory.7) Levitin and Dai
studied grid service reliability for grid systems with star topology.19) Dai et al.
studied grid service reliability and optimal task partition for grid systems with
tree topology.4,5) Levitin et al. studied grid service reliability taking into account
the precedence constraints on programs execution.20) Dai et al. presented a hi-
erarchical model from the mapping of the physical architecture and the logical
architecture in grid systems for grid service reliability analysis and evaluation.6)

The extreme complexity of grid system makes it highly difficult to achieve
high service reliability. One way to improve grid service reliability is to adopt
fault tolerance in grid system. In Globus, a well-known grid application, the
lack of support for fault tolerance is considered to be a noticeable flaw.10,14) In
Condor-G, a checkpoint fault tolerance mechanism is provided in batch queuing
systems, but fault tolerance of grid resources is not used.8,21) Recently, more
and more research has been focusing on fault tolerance in grid system. Affaan
and Ansari introduced a backup mechanism to achieve fault tolerance in grid
system.1) Jin et al. put forward a fault tolerance mechanism in grid system based
on Java threads state capturing and Mobile Agent.15) Kovacs and Kacsuk intro-
duced the concept of job migration to achieve fault tolerance in grid system.17)

Townend and Xu developed an approach to fault tolerance in grid system based
on job replication.26)

In the grid, it is practically impossible for a grid node to run continuously
without any interruptions.23) During subtask execution, any failure occurring
on a node or on a communication link will result in the termination of subtask
execution. If a subtask requires a long execution time, the probability of failure
occurrence is high, and it could often be the case that after a long time has been
spent in executing the subtask, the subtask is terminated by a failure. This
leads to a terrible waste of time and resources consumed. As one of the fault
tolerance techniques, fault recovery can provide an opportunity for failed nodes
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to continue processing through recovery actions, which could be a good solution
to the aforementioned problem.

Fault recovery, which is based on the checkpoint mechanism, is not new
and some researches about fault recovery have been done in general distributed
computing system (DCS).24,27) In grid system, fault recovery studied in most
related research is achieved by migration mechanism,1,15,17,26) i.e., when a fail-
ure occurs on a grid node, the state information is migrated to another node on
which the subtask execution is resumed from the interrupted point. However,
another possible fault recovery mechanism is to resume the subtask on the failed
node once the node is recovered, which is referred to as the local fault recovery
mechanism in our research. The local fault recovery mechanism can save mi-
gration time, hence could be system-performance-beneficial compared with the
fault recovery mechanism by migration. Heddaya analyzed the impact of local
fault recovery on the service reliability of DCS.13) However, to our knowledge,
research on the impact of local fault recovery on the reliability of grid system is
very scarce, especially grid service reliability modeling with local fault recovery.

In this paper, we conduct in-depth research on grid service reliability with
local fault recovery and a model of grid service reliability for grid systems with
star topology is presented. The proposed model is different from that in the Hed-
daya’s research 13) where the service reliability of distributed system is obtained
by analogy. In reliability modeling and analysis, we take into account software
reliability, which is an important issue in system reliability analysis yet has not
been addressed in related research. Moreover, to make fault recovery in grid sys-
tem more practical, certain constraints on local fault recovery, i.e., constraints
on the life times of subtasks and on the numbers of recoveries performed, are
considered. We present two numerical examples by which the impact of fault
recovery on grid service reliability and the impact of practical constraints on
grid service reliability are clearly manifested.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews re-
lated research and discusses existing approaches to grid service reliability model-
ing and analysis. Section 3 studies local fault recovery mechanism in grid system,
and a grid service reliability model considering fault recovery is developed. Sec-
tion 4 discusses grid service reliability with certain practical constraints. Section
5 presents two numerical examples and gives detailed discussions on the results
obtained. Section 6 concludes the paper.

§2 Traditional Reliability Modeling and Analysis of Grid System

2.1 Star Topology of Grid System
The Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA),12) which is expected to

be adopted widely in industry and research, enables a grid to develop from a
computing grid, a data grid, or other dedicated grids to a “service grid.” That is,
a grid has a widely distributed server on which all applications are packaged as
services. The interaction between grid users and the grid system is nothing but
service request and response. When a user’s request arrives, the grid initiates a
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particular service to respond, which is to execute a certain task under the control
of the RMS. Generally, the RMS divides the task into a set of subtasks so as
to improve the efficiency of task execution. Once the RMS determines which
set of resources to use, the subtasks are assigned to the corresponding resources
held on certain nodes and are executed in parallel. When the nodes finish the
assigned subtasks, they return the results to the RMS. The RMS then integrates
the received results into an entire task output and presents it to the user.

In grid system, resource discovery and system selection play important
roles in the process of resource determination.23) Different from traditional dis-
tributed computing environments, the RMS does not have complete control over
all the resources in grid system. Although all online nodes, or resources, are
linked through communication links with one another, only a small portion of
nodes, or resources, available for a specific grid service is discovered by the RMS.
At the same time, through system selection, the RMS normally selects more than
one resource from the discovered resources to which assign a subtask so that the
grid service reliability can be improved. Therefore, in the case of one RMS
in grid system, the RMS and the selected resources can be regarded as a star
topology.19,20)

An example of star topology is given in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, three subtasks are
assigned to six nodes connected with the RMS through respective communication
links. Each of the three subtasks is assigned to two nodes for parallel execution,
e.g., subtask 1 is assigned to node 1 and node 2.

Fig. 1 An Example of Grid System with Star Topology

2.2 Grid Service Reliability Modeling and Analysis
During the execution of subtasks, failures may occur on grid nodes and/or

communication links. If a failure occurs when the node is executing a subtask,
the output of the subtask will be incorrect, or no output will be send to the RMS
at all. Similarly, if a failure occurs on the link between a node and the RMS when
it is transferring data, the received information may be unexpected. Current
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approaches to grid service reliability modeling and analysis mainly consider the
above two situations, and the basic assumptions made are as follows:7,19)

(a) The RMS is perfect during the processing of the grid service, i.e., the
RMS never fails, and the time of task processing by the RMS is negligible when
compared with subtasks’ processing times.

(b) When a service request arrives at the RMS, the RMS responds to
it immediately; when a subtask is assigned to a node, the node executes the
subtask immediately.

(c) There is no precedence constraint on the order of subtask execution.
(d) Each node can execute only one subtask at any time.
(e) The failure processes of nodes and those of communication links can

be modeled by Poisson processes.7,19,20)

(f) The failures in different elements (nodes or communication links) are
independent.7,19,20)

After the RMS receives a service S, it divides S into m subtasks and as-
signs them to w nodes. The required processing time of subtask i(i = 1, 2, · · · ,m)
on node k is 7,19)

τik = ci/sk, (1)

where ci is the computational complexity of subtask i and sk is the processing
capability of node k(k = 1, 2, · · · , w).

According to assumption (e), denoted by λk the failure intensity of node
k, the probability for node k to be functioning without any failure during the
processing time of subtask i is

pik = exp(−λkτik), (2)

where τik is given by (1).
Denote by aik the amount of data exchanged between the RMS and node

k when executing subtask i, and denote by yk the mean speed of communication
link between the RMS and node k. The required communication time between
the RMS and node k when executing subtask i is

lik = exp(−ak/yk). (3)

Denote by εk the failure intensity of communication link between the RMS
and node k. According to assumption (e), the probability for this communication
link to be functioning without any failure during lik is

qik = exp(−εklik), (4)

where lik is given by (3).
According to assumption (f), the reliability of subtask i executed on node

k, i.e., the probability that subtask i can be successfully completed by node k,
is

Rik = pikqik = exp(−λkτik − εklik). (5)
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To improve grid service reliability, a subtask is normally assigned to sev-
eral nodes for parallel execution. Whenever a node successfully completes a
subtask and returns the output to the RMS, the subtask is considered to be
completed. Denote by D(i) the node set to which subtask i is assigned. The
reliability of subtask i, which is often referred to as grid program reliability,7) is

R(Subi) = 1−
∏

k∈D(i)

(1−Rik), (6)

where Rik is given by (5).
When the RMS receives all the outcomes of subtasks, the grid service is

considered to be completed successfully. Therefore, the grid service reliability is

R(S) =
m∏

i=1

R(Subi) =
m∏

i=1


1−

∏

k∈D(i)

(1−Rik)


. (7)

The processing times, τik’s, and failure intensities of grid nodes and com-
munication links, λk’s and εk’s , can be estimated by grid monitoring systems.25)

Thus, the grid service reliability can be obtained by (7).

§3 Reliability Modeling and Analysis of Grid System with Fault
Recovery
In the above grid service reliability modeling, fault recovery is not con-

sidered. In reality, fault recovery as well as other fault tolerance techniques may
be adopted in grid system to achieve higher service reliability. In this section,
we study grid service reliability considering fault recovery.

3.1 Fault Recovery in Grid System
It should be noted that not all failures that occur in grid system can

be recovered. According to the recoverability, the failures in grid system can
be classified into two categories: unrecoverable failures and recoverable failures.
Failures occurring on communication links are unrecoverable failures since gen-
erally there aren’t any recovering modules on the communication links by which
the interrupted data transfer can be resumed with/after recovery actions. More-
over, software failures, which are caused by embedded faults in programs,22,28)

are unrecoverable failures since no fault removal activities are performed (as is
the case in software testing process), and the source codes of the programs are
not changed. However, failures occurring on grid nodes can be unrecoverable
or recoverable failures. For unrecoverable failures, the subtask is terminated.
For recoverable failures, such as those caused by human operation errors or per-
formance overload, once the failed node becomes operational, some particular
recovery procedures in grid nodes can resume the interrupted execution of a
subtask by recovering as much state information as needed. It should be noted
that the recovery mechanism considered in the paper is different from that per-
formed in Levitin and Dai’s research19) where assumes that each failed subtask
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is repeated from the beginning after the fault recovery. Figure 2 illustrates the
classification of failures in grid system according to recoverability.

Fig. 2 Classification of Failures in Grid System According to Recoverability

To describe recoverability of hardware failures, a random variable X
(j)
k is

defined as follows:

X
(j)
k =

{
0 if the j:th failure on node k is recoverable
1 if the j:th failure on node k is unrecoverable (8)

Denoted by xk the probability that a hardware failure on node k is re-
coverable, then Pr{X(j)

k = 0} = xk, Pr{X(j)
k = 1} = 1 − xk. Figure 3 gives

an example of a subtask execution process with fault recovery. In this example,
subtask i is executed on node k. The first failure occurs at t1 and is recovered
at t2; the second failure occurs at t3 and is recovered at t4; and so on. The
subtask execution process goes on until the subtask is successfully completed or
is terminated by an unrecoverable failure. In the former case, the total execution
time of subtask i on node k is τik, which is given by (1); in the latter case, the
subtask fails. In this example, a total n failures have occurred, all of which are
recoverable failures; thus the subtask is completed successfully.

 

Fig. 3 An Example of the Execution Process of Subtask i on Node k with Fault Recovery
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Denote by Nik the number of recoverable failures that occur when subtask
i is executed on node k, and Nik is a random variable. If Nik = 0(n ≥ 1), then
denote by TE

(j)
ik (j = 1, 2, · · · , n, n + 1) and TR

(j)
ik (j = 1, 2, · · · , n) the execution

times and recovering times in the execution process of subtask i on node k,
respectively. Denote by TEik and TRik the total execution time and total
recovery time before the occurrence of an unrecoverable failure or the successful
completion of the subtask. Then if Nik = n(n ≥ 1), we have

TEik =
n+1∑

j=1

TE
(j)
ik , TRik =

n∑

j=1

TR
(j)
ik . (9)

The life time of subtask i executed on node k, Tik, is

Tik = TEik + TRik. (10)

If subtask i is successfully completed on node k, then its life time is

Tik = τik + TRik. (11)

3.2 Grid Service Reliability Considering Fault Recovery
Grid service reliability is determined by the hardware reliability of grid

nodes, the software reliability of grid nodes, and the reliability of communi-
cation links. Due to the complexity of hardware failures in recoverability, We
first model the hardware reliability of grid nodes. Denote by λh

k the hardware
failure intensity of node k. According to assumptions (e) and (f), TE

(j)
ik ’s are

independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, each following
exponential distribution with parameter λh

k . For the recovering process, it is
reasonable to further make the following assumptions:

(g) TR
(j)
ik ’s (j = 1, 2, · · · , n) are i.i.d. random variables, each following

exponential distribution with parameter µk (µk is often referred to as recovery
rate in the literature);

(h) TR
(j)
ik ’s are independent with TE

(j)
ik ’s.

The reliability of node k executing subtask i, considering only hardware
failures, is

ph
ik = P1 + P2. (12)

In the above, P1 = Pr{E1}, where E1 is the event that during the execu-
tion of subtask i on node k, no hardware failure occurs; P2 = Pr{E2}, where E2

is the event that during the execution of subtask i on node k there is at lease one
hardware failure; and all the failures are recoverable failures. P1 can be easily
obtained as

P1 = exp(−λh
kτik), (13)

where τik is given by (1). P2 can be obtained as

P2 =
∞∑

n=1

Pr{E(n)}, (14)
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where E(n)(n ≥ 1) is the event that during the execution of subtask i on node
k only n recoverable failures occur (thus subtask i is successfully completed).

Define W
(n)
ik = TE

(1)
ik +TE

(2)
ik +· · ·+TE

(n)
ik , the probability being summed

in (14) can be calculated by

Pr{E(n)} = Pr{τik−TE
(n+1)
ik < W

(n)
ik < τik,

n∑

j=1

X
(j)
k = 0}.(15)

It is known that W
(n)
ik is an Erlang random variable with parameters

(n, λh
k).16) Moreover, according to assumption (f), we have that W

(n)
ik is indepen-

dent of TE
(n+1)
ik . Therefore, the joint density of (W (n)

ik , TE
(n+1)
ik ) is

f
(n)
ik (x, y) =





(λh
k)n+1

xn−1 exp[−λh
k(x + y)]

(n− 1)!
, x, y ≥ 0

0, else
(16)

From (16), (15) can be calculated by

Pr{E(n)} =
(xkλh

kτik)n

n!
exp(−λh

kτik). (17)

It can be noted that the result obtained in (13) is the special case of (17)
for which n = 0. Therefore, substituting (17) into (14), and then substituting the
result obtained into (12), the reliability of node k executing subtask i considering
only hardware failures, is obtained as

ph
ik = exp[−(1− xk)λh

kτik]. (18)

Besides hardware failures, software failures may also occur on grid nodes,
which are unrecoverable failures. Denote by λs

i the software failure intensity of
the program performing subtask i; as programs of the same version are executed
on all the nodes in D(i), λs

i is a constant for all these nodes.22,29) The reliability
of node k executing subtask i, considering only software failures, is

ps
ik = exp(−λs

i τik). (19)

Besides hardware and software failures on nodes, failures may also occur
on communication links. The reliability of communication links can be calculated
by (4).

Based on the above analysis, the reliability of subtask i executed on node
k, i.e., the probability that subtask i can be successfully completed by node k,
is

Rik = ph
ikps

ikqik = exp[−(1− xk)λh
kτik − λs

i τik − εklik]. (20)

Substituting (20) into (6) and then substituting the result obtained into
(7), the grid service reliability considering fault recovery is obtained as

R(S) =
m∏

i=1


1−

∏

k∈D(i)

(1− ph
ikps

ikqik)


. (21)
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From (21), we can have some insight into the relationship between grid
service reliability and fault recovery. The current approach to grid service reli-
ability modeling does not consider fault recovery, i.e., xk ≡ 0. In this case, the
grid service reliability obtained from (21) is the same as that obtained from (7),
except that in (7) both hardware reliability and software reliability are consid-
ered. In the other extreme case, where grid node k has a perfectly recoverable
system, i.e., xk ≡ 0, from (21) it can be seen that only software failures and com-
munication link failures influence grid service reliability, while hardware failures
of grid nodes have no effect on grid service reliability. This is expected since all
hardware failures of grid nodes are recoverable failures. Therefore, (21) is an
extension of the current grid service reliability model (7) and is a more generic
model which caters to software failures as well as local fault recovery on grid
nodes.

For a grid service reliability model (21), some practical considerations
have to be taken and incorporated into the model. For instance, the model
allows a grid node to recover any large number of failures; however, this may
not be reasonable in practice. In the following section, we will study grid service
reliability under some practical considerations.

§4 Grid Service Reliability Modeling Under Practical Considera-
tions
Although a fault recovery mechanism provides an efficient way to improve

the reliability of grid system, some disadvantages may also be brought forward.
With the introduction of fault recovery, the life time of subtasks in grid nodes is
extended, especially when the mean recovery time is rather long on some nodes.
In grid, the service time is very critical to users, since it influences the amount
of money that users have to pay when grid goes commercial. On the other
hand, the resource providers in grid may not be willing to spend a long time
in performing one subtask. Moreover, fault recovery requires a large amount of
state information so as to enable the node to execute the subtask continuously
as if there were no failures occurring. In some particular situations, failures may
occur frequently and then be recovered again and again, which imposes a great
burden on grid nodes and has a strong influence on the availability of the nodes.
Therefore, it is advisable to take some measures to limit the life time of any
subtask as well as the number of recoveries performed.

4.1 Constraints on the Life Times of Subtasks
To prevent the life time of a subtask from exceeding an allowed time limit,

a deadline can be set for the subtask execution. Once the life time of subtask
i executed on node k, Tik, exceeds this deadline, denoted by T ∗ik, the node will
claim failure of the subtask to the RMS.

The life time Tik, if the subtask is successfully completed, is given by
(11). Since the required execution time τik is a constant, Tik mainly depends on
the total recovery time, TRik. From assumption (g), if Nik = n(n ≥ 1), then
TRik follows the Erlang distribution with parameters (n, µk), whose cumulative
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distribution function (c.d.f.) is given by

FTRik
≡ Pr{TRik ≤ t} = exp(−µkt)

+∞∑

j=n

(µkt)j

j!
; t ≥ 0. (22)

Under the constraint of a time deadline, T ∗ik, the reliability of node k
executing subtask i considering only hardware failures, is

p
(1)
ik = P1 + P3, (23)

where P1 is the probability of no hardware failure occurring in the subtask’s
life time, which can be calculated by (13). P3 is the probability that there is
at least one hardware failure, all of the failures are recoverable failures, and the
subtask’s life time does not exceed the allowed deadline, i.e.,

P3 ≡
∞∑

n=1

Pr{E(n), Tik ≤ T ∗ik}. (24)

The probability being summed in (24) can be calculated by

Pr{E(n), Tik ≤ T ∗ik} = Pr{TRik ≤ T ∗ik − τik|E(n)}Pr{E(n)}. (25)

From (22), we have

Pr{TRik ≤ T ∗ik − τik|E(n)}

= 1− exp[−µk(T ∗ik − τik)]
n−1∑

j=0

[µk(T ∗ik − τik)]j

j!
.

(26)

Substituting (26) and (15) into (25), we get

Pr{E(n), Tik ≤ T ∗ik} =
(xkλh

kτik)n

n!
exp(−λh

kτik)∗

1− exp[−µk(T ∗ik − τik)]

n−1∑

j=0

[µk(T ∗ik − τik)]j

j!



 .

(27)

Substituting (27) into (24), and then submitting the result obtained into
(23), we get

p
(1)
ik = ph

ik − exp(− λh
kτik)

∞∑
n=1

(xkλh
kτik)nΓ[n, µk(T ∗ik − τik)]

Γ[n]Γ[n + 1]
, (28)

where the Gamma function Γ[n, y] ≡
∫ +∞

y

exp(−x)xn−1dx and Γ[n] ≡ (n− 1)!

for any n ≥ 1, and ph
ik is given by (18).

Taking into consideration the software reliability and the reliability of
communication links, the reliability of subtask i executed on node k, with a
deadline T ∗ik, is

R
(1)
ik = ps

ikqik(ph
ik − C1), (29)
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where ps
ik is given by (19), qik is given by (4), and ph

ik is given by (18). For any
given value of T ∗ik > τik, C1 is a positive constant, which is

C1 ≡ exp(− λh
kτki)

∞∑
n=1

(xkλh
kτki)

nΓ[n, µkT ∗ki − µkτki]
Γ[n]Γ[n + 1]

. (30)

It is interesting to compare the result obtained, (29), with the result
obtained without time deadline constraint, (20). It can be easily seen that the
value of R

(1)
ik , given by (29), is smaller than that of Rik, given by (20), which is

expected. Moreover, if T ∗ik →∞, i.e., there is no constraint on the subtask’s life
time, then C1 → 0, and thus R

(1)
ik → Rik.

Substituting (29) into (6) and then substituting the result obtained into
(7), the grid service reliability with constraints on the life times of subtasks is

R(1)(S) =
m∏

i=1


1−

∏

k∈D(i)

(
1−R

(1)
ik

)

, (31)

where R
(1)
ik is given by (29).

4.2 Constraints on the Numbers of Recoveries Performed
Denote by Lk(Lk ≥ 1) the allowed number of recoveries that may be

performed during the execution of a subtask on node k. When the (Lk + 1)st re-
coverable failure occurs before the completion of the subtask, the node will claim
failure of the subtask to the RMS. Under the constraint of Lk, the reliability of
node k executing subtask i, considering only hardware failures, is

p
(2)
ik = P1 + P4, (32)

where P1 is given by (13) and P4 is

P4 ≡
Lk∑

n=1

Pr{E(n)}. (33)

Substituting (17) into (33), and then substituting the result obtained into
(32), we get

p
(2)
ik =

Lk∑
n=0

(xkλh
kτik)n

n!
exp(−λh

kτik). (34)

According to the incomplete Gamma function, (34) can be rewritten as

p
(2)
ik =

ph
ikΓ[1 + Lk, xkλh

kτik]
Γ[1 + Lk]

, (35)

where ph
ik is given by (18).

Taking into consideration the software reliability and the reliability of
communication links, the reliability of subtask i executed on node k, with con-
straint on the number of recoveries performed, is
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R
(2)
ik = ph

ikps
ikqik

Γ[1 + Lk, xkλh
kτik]

Γ[1 + Lk]
. (36)

where ps
ik is given by (19) and qik is given by (4).

Since xkλh
kτik is a positive constant, using the property of incomplete

Gamma function, it is obtained that

Γ[1 + Lk, xkλh
kτik] < Γ[1 + Lk]. (37)

Therefore, from (37) and (20) it can be seen that R
(2)
ik < Rik for any

value of Lk ≥ 1, which is expected. Furthermore, if Lk → ∞, i.e., there is no
constraint on the number of recoveries performed, and then R

(2)
ik → Rik.

Lk is an important and useful parameter of grid node k. From (22), we can
obtain that the mean recovery time is E(TRik) = n/µk, which increases when
the number of recoveries performed, n, increases. To prevent the mean recover
time from being unreasonably long, a constraint can be placed on the number
of recoveries performed, Lk. At the same time, by placing different constraints
of Lk on different nodes, we can dynamically manage the grid according to the
situations of the system.

Substituting (36) into (6) and then substituting the result obtained into
(7), the grid service reliability with constraints on the numbers of recoveries
performed is

R(2)(S) =
m∏

i=1


1−

∏

k∈D(i)

(
1−R

(2)
ik

)

, (38)

where R
(2)
ik is given by (36).

4.3 Constraints on Both the Life Times of Subtasks and the Numbers of
Recoveries Performed
It is sometimes reasonable to have constraints on both the life times of

subtasks and the numbers of recoveries performed in grid. In this case, the
reliability of subtask i executed on node k is

R
(3)
ik = ps

ikqik

(
p
(2)
ik − C2

)
, (39)

where ps
ik, qik, and p

(2)
ik are given by (19), (4), and (35), respectively. The positive

constant C2 is

C2 ≡ exp(− λh
kτik)

Lk∑
n=1

(xkλh
kτik)nΓ[n, µk(T ∗ik − τki)]

Γ[n]Γ[n + 1]
. (40)

Substituting (39) into (6) and then substituting the result obtained into
(7), the grid service reliability with the constraints on both the life times of
subtasks and the numbers of recoveries performed is
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R(3)(S) =
m∏

i=1


1−

∏

k∈D(i)

(
1−R

(3)
ik

)

. (41)

§5 Numerical Examples
In this section, we give two numerical examples to illustrate the modeling

and analysis procedures of grid service reliability. The first example is used to
exemplify the importance and usefulness of fault recovery for grid in terms of
reliability improvement. In the second example, we will discuss the impact of
practical constraints on grid service reliability.

Example 5.1
Consider a grid service that uses five grid nodes. The service is divided into two
subtasks, i.e., m = 2. Subtask 1 is assigned to nodes 1 and 2; while subtask
2 is assigned to nodes 3, 4, and 5. The parameters of the grid nodes and
communication links are given in Table 1.

Table 1 Parameters of Grid Nodes and Communication Links in Example 5.1

Node1 Node2 Node3 Node4 Node5

λh
k(/s) 0.0010 0.0004 0.0010 0.0006 0.0014

λs
k(/s) 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002

εik(/s) 0.0010 0.0010 0.0030 0.0040 0.0010
µk(/s) 0.2000 0.3000 0.5000 0.7000 0.2000

Without loss of generality, in this example we assume that both subtasks
have the same total execution time, i.e., τik = τ for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, 1 ≤ k ≤ 5.
Similarly, we assume that the communication times with the RMS are the same,
i.e., lik = 0.02τ for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, 1 ≤ k ≤ 5. Furthermore, we assume that the
five nodes have the same recoverability, i.e., xk = x for 1 ≤ k ≤ 5. The grid
service reliability without any constraint with respect to subtask execution time
is shown in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4, it can be seen that the grid service reliability decreases with the
increase of subtask’s execution time. If the subtask execution time is quite long,
which implies that the subtask has high computational complexity, then if no
fault recovery mechanism is adopted, the grid service reliability will be rather
low. For instance, when τ = 2000s and x = 0, R(S) = 0.0832. However, if
the recoverability of grid nodes increases, then the grid service reliability can
be improved significantly, as shown in Fig. 4. If all the nodes have a perfect
recovery system, i.e., x = 1, then for τ = 2000s, the service reliability rises to
0.8892. Therefore, fault recovery is very important in grid system and can be of
great benefit to the improvement of grid service reliability.

It can be noted that even if all the nodes have a perfect recovery system,
i.e., x = 1, the grid service reliability is still not 1. This is because in this case,
hardware failures on nodes have no impact on grid service reliability; however,
software failures and failures of communication links, which are unrecoverable
failures, affect grid service reliability.
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Fig. 4 Reliability Analysis with Respect to Subtask’s Execution
Time in Example 5.1, without Constraints

Example 5.2
For the second example, the structure of the grid and the parameters are assumed
to be the same as in Example 5.1. The processing capability of each node and
the mean communication speed of each link are shown in Table 2. Moreover,
assume that both subtasks have the same computational complexity, c1 = c2 =
c = 10000 (Mega Operations), and the amount of data exchanged between the
RMS and each node is the same, aik = a = 0.002c for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, 1 ≤ k ≤ 5.

Table 2 Parameters of Grid Nodes and Communication Links in Example 5.2

Node1 Node2 Node3 Node4 Node5
sk(MO/s) 10 20 18 15 20
yk(MB/s) 2 3 5 6 3

Now we study the grid service reliability when practical constraints are
imposed. Firstly, the constraints on the numbers of recoveries performed are
imposed on grid nodes. Assume that all the five nodes have the same constraint
on the number of recoveries performed, Lk = L for 1 ≤ k ≤ 5. The grid service
reliability curves without any practical constraint, i.e., L = +∞, and the curves
under L = 1, with respect to node recoverability x, are shown in Fig. 5.

In Fig. 5, it can be seen that with the increase of node recoverability, the
grid service reliability increases. However, the increase with recovery number
constraints is slower than that without any constraint. Especially, at the point
at x = 1, R(S) = 0.9920 when L = +∞ while R(S) = 0.9579 when L = 1.
We can also obtain the grid service reliability for L = 2 and x = 1, which is
R(S) = 0.9861. Therefore, grid service reliability decreases with the decrease of
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allowed number of recoveries performed, Lk, which is expected. Furthermore,
compared with Fig. 5, the constraint on the number of recoveries performed has
a greater influence on the reliability of nodes 1, 3, and 5, whose failure intensities
are larger than those of nodes 2 and 4. Therefore, when users decide to impose
some practical constraints on local nodes, it seems more meaningful to place
the constraint on the number of recoveries performed on nodes whose failure
intensities are large, which can accomplish the users’ purpose to decease the life
time of grid service in local nodes.

Finally, we study the grid service reliability when constraints are placed
on both the life times of subtasks and the number of recoveries performed. The
grid service reliability with respect to node recoverability, with T ∗ik = T = 10s
and Lk = L = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, 1 ≤ k ≤ 5, is shown in Fig. 6. Compared with
the results shown in Fig. 5, the grid service reliability under the same constraint
of L is lower. For example, when x = 1, R(S) = 0.9363, which is lower than
the reliability obtained previously, R(S) = 0.9579. We can also obtain the grid
service reliability when x = 1, with constraints T = 5s and L = 1, which is
R(S) = 0.8860. The reliability is lower than that under T = 10s and L = 1.
Therefore, the grid service reliability decreases with the decrease of the deadline
set, T ∗ik, which is expected. Furthermore, compared with Fig. 5, the constraint on
the life times of subtasks has a greater influence on the reliability of nodes 1 and
5, whose recovery rates are smaller than those of nodes 2, 3, and 4. Therefore,

Fig. 5 Reliability Comparison with Respect to Node Recoverability
in Example 5.2, with L = +∞ and with L = 1
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Fig. 6 Reliability analysis with respect to node recoverability in Ex-
ample 5.2, with L=1 and T=10s

it seems more meaningful to place the constraint on the life times of subtasks
executed on nodes which have low recovery rates.

§6 Conclusions
This paper analyzes fault recovery mechanism in grid system and presents

the modeling of grid service reliability considering fault recovery. In order to
take practical considerations into account, two efficient methods, i.e., to set a
deadline for the life time of each subtask and to place a constraint on the number
of recoveries performed by each node, are introduced. Under these constraints,
grid service reliability is modeled and analyzed. Although the modeling and
analysis of grid service reliability in this paper are based on some simplified
assumptions, this paper addresses the important issue of adopting fault recovery
mechanism in grid system, and the models developed could be of practical use.
As for the implementation of fault recovery in grid resources, it can be achieved
by embedding fault recovery module in grid clients located at grid nodes. In the
module, there are some options, such as the allowed life times of grid subtasks
and the allowed numbers of recoveries performed. By those options, resources
providers can be free to choose appropriate fault recovery strategies according
to the local situations.

Yet more in-depth research on grid service reliability modeling and analy-
sis is needed. For example, in realistic grid system, some precedence constraints
on the order of subtask execution may be imposed and the usage amount of
grid resources may be dynamic during the execution of grid subtask. Moreover,
software fault tolerance techniques could be considered, which may help to fur-
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ther improve grid service reliability. The performance of grid service, which is of
great concern to management, could also be addressed besides the optimization
of grid service reliability. These are the issues that we shall address in our future
research.
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